BOLA BOWLING MACHINES

Durant Cricket is an official distributor of Bola bowling machine products and as such offers the following range of cricket bowling machines to suit all budgets and applications.

**BOLA PRO MAINS OPERATED BM0001**
- Fully Enclosed Cricket Bowling Machine.
- Concave profile moulded urethane ball delivery wheels.
- Microprocessor based digital speed control with membrane switch panel.
- Adjustable speed in increments between 15 and 95 mph.
- Spin, swing and pace bowling with 19 spin and swing settings.
- Electronic random variation facility with solid state electronic wheel braking.
- Ball joint complimented by vernier screw adjustment for precision line and length.
- BOLA Power Pack from 230v mains (or 110v if specified)

**BOLA PRO 12V BATTERY OPERATED BM0002**
As above with operation from 12 volt battery. (Battery and Charger not included)

**AUTOMATIC FEEDER BM0004**
An automatic ball feeder to fit all BOLA Bowling Machines.
- Fitted in less than 2 minutes.
- Feeds a ball into the machine every 7 or 11 seconds (as selected).
- Optional remote control on/off switch allows interruption of the sequence when required.
- Warning lights indicate release of ball. The ball feeder offers a unique solo batting practice facility or the option to coach from any position.

**BOLA COMPACT STAND BM0006**
A compact BOLA machine stand on 4 casters (needs a flat surface to stand on). Designed for smaller storage spaces with a reduced footprint (900mm x 1000mm). Movable height machine bracket for adjustment of ball delivery height – 4 bolts and wing-nuts. Operator protection for lower body. Easy and quick to move and set up. Will accommodate all BOLA Bowling Machines and Auto Feeders.

**BOLA STAND WITH WHEELS BM0007**
Accepts any BOLA machine with no modification required. It enables the machine to be easily wheeled around without disturbing and so maximizes the time in use. It provides the Machine operator with a safe and stable position.

**BATTERY AND CHARGER BM0009**
A leisure battery for use with all BOLA machines.
- Fitted with a carrying handle for portability.
- Designed to be run flat and recharged as necessary (unlike automotive batteries).
- Give between 2 and 6 hours between recharges.
- Charge from 12 volt car charger or BOLA Power Pack.
- Multi stage 12v battery charger

**JUNIOR BOLA BM0003**
The Bola Junior Bowling Machine Package includes the following – Bola Junior Bowling Machine, Ball Feeder, Battery, Battery Charger and 12 Balls
- Tried and tested BOLA technology at entry level price
- Designed to enable juniors to practice as seniors can
- Two ball throwing wheels for realistic bounce & spin
- Light (8kg), easy to carry
- Quick to set up

**BALLS BM0008, BAG BM0010 AND STUMPS BM0012**
Polyurethane practice balls in red or yellow with soft case to protect bats from damage.
- Dimpled like a golf ball for stable flight
- These give the best accuracy and realistic bounce.
- Yellow balls for better visibility indoors.
- Red for realism.
- Available in packs of 12 only

**ORANGE 3OZ PRACTICE BALL**
The composition of the Hi-Viz ball has been specially developed to make the ball a little firmer and give extra bounce. The ball is most accurate in use and holds its shape better to make the bounce more realistic.

**STORAGE BAG BM0010**
The BOLA Practice Ball Bag is the perfect accessory for collecting and storing your practice balls

**SUPA TUF STUMPS BM0012**
Universal flexi stumps
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